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MUSIC...MOGULS...MODELS...MEDIA

“WHAT AN AMAZING JOURNEY”
Looking back and reflecting on such,
greatness, vigor, and aspiration put forth
stemming from the Exxpose Media
brand. Exxpose Magazine, a spin-off
emerging from the renowned
“New Orleans Idol” talent search
developed in ’2009 by CoCo Wade and
Project Records. At a time when the
entertainment industry and aspiring
artists shared a mutual thirst for
their chance at a big break.
New Orleans Idol, consisted
of a series of 17 seasons
totaling 105 live showcases
bridging the gap between
thriving talents and industry
leaders. The series
came to an end
in ’2012 as
producer CoCo Wade
excelled at creating a
bigger platform for talents
ranging from legends to emerging
entertainment industry hopefuls.
By developing Exxpose Magazine,
CoCo knew that media stories and
editorials would influence the nation
while taking the entertainment industry
by storm. A profound woman of
Influence, CoCo Wade is embarking
upon a slew of new and exciting
developments to add to her laundry list
of accomplishments and endeavors.
Some of what you can expect from
the multi-talented guru are her new fashion venture, the “ExCo” clothing line featuring on the runway during the ‘2016
New York Fashion Week. As a humanitarian effort, CoCo recently established
her very own charity project, “SEEDS
Rock Foundation” which aids as a food
and pantry stacking program gearing up
to feed 500 families each year. SEEDS
Rock is not only a food assistance program—but also serves as a liaison between industry leaders and citizens with
everyday common needs such as domestic violence counseling and awareness, tactics www.ExxposeMagazine.net
for prevention of bullying,
health awareness, physical
fitness and higher learning just to name
a few. SEEDS Rock launches in ‘2016.

Magazine Issues
We are exuberantly excited
to have reached such an outstanding mile marker in our
journey. The Exxpose Media
and Exxpose Magazine family are proud of the development and growth projected
with attaining over our 50th
Issue. Having acquainted
with the likes of many legends, as humble as they
come. Moreover, our loyal
sponsors and supports who
are very endearing to us and
everything we stand for.
Needless to say, our groundbreaking and thriving artists
whom we’ve always had in
mind when creating the Exxpose Magazine concept—
you’re truly the best!
We are most proud of the
platform that we set out to
create for countless aspiring
talents seeking a hand in the
business with no where to
turn. We have always taken
pride in being the vehicle to
success for all that we come
in contact with. If I may say
so myself, “job well done.” we
gearing up for great things to
come as we lean toward approaching our 100th Issue in
the very near future,
Photography by: Chi Chi Rheams
Wardrobe: Jerk & Jon Couture
Make Up: Lexie Bloom MUA
Design Art: Uncouth Designs

EXXPOSE: What is the one thing you want everyone to know about you?
John Rob: That I'm Hungry.....I'm ready.....and I'm coming.
EXXPOSE: For the readers, explain how you title or define yourself in the industry and why?
John Rob: I'm Ambitions, because you don't find a man that wants to go to work every day, that's willing to learn every day, and willing
to sacrifice for the cost. The only talent I possess these days is this pen and pad.
EXXPOSE: Would you recommend investing into the entertainment industry as an artist?
John Rob: Yes, because investing in what you believe shows you willing to put up or shut up. “Dats on everything.”
EXXPOSE: If a major corporation or sponsor were interested in partnering with you, what should
they know about you as professional in this industry?
John Rob: I want them to know that I believe that teamwork will make the dream work. I've never seen a football team win with only
one player, and I've never seen a basketball player win without a team. I've never seen a musician play with out an orchestra. So what
I'm saying is "If you wanna work…I wanna work."
EXXPOSE: What are your upcoming projects?
John Rob: Search on YouTube JohnRob's hot new video called "20 Years" and My new album "You Betta Recognize" follwed by the "50
% Hard 50% Soft" album.
EXXPOSE: How can people contact you?
John Rob: Email JohnRob1583@yahoo.com or contact me at (985) 637-1135 or (985) 859-7202
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Exxpose Magazine’s is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis is focused on the profound exploration of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant voice
and a networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless opportunities.
Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it’s affiliates have been the vehicle to success for many thriving artists and entertainers. This
issue of Exxpose Magazine is a very special tribute to Young Entrepreneur of the Year—Derrick M., od DMJ Agency
Modeling Inc and Project Records Entertainment. Embarking on the lifestyle and entertainment industry since the
age of twelve, when Derrick could have been seen hand placing over 1,000 promo flyers in the height of summer’s
peak. He stands front and center, pioneering with his record label re-launch and innovative modeling group to
take on the world with one thing at the top of his priority—gold! With a wealth of knowledge and humble extensions of undeniable networking with colleagues peers, he remains by far one of the most respected young men in
his circle. Exxpose Magazine honored Derrick M as young entrepreneur of the year in July ‘2015. We are pleased
to announce our cover story, Derrick M—as he continued to exceed entertainment industry expectations.
Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors,
models and moguls — pioneering to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the
nation’s expectations.
Exxpose Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge, surreal and true testimonials, real life
stories as we highlight feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find
inspirational experiences, a wealth of knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we’d like to thank everyone for the continued support of
Exxpose Magazine. See you in the spot light!
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EXXPOSE: Tell us about your tenure in the entertainment industry. Who have you performed in conjunction with or collaborated music
with? Naps Knowledge: I’ve opened for Juvenile as well as R&B singer Avant. Music collaborations include, Trelly Tray, Joe Black, Josh
with the dreads, Chico, Gee Plex, Ram Lee, and also CoCo Wade. I’m also a writer. I’ve written several songs for rappers and R&B singers. I’ve also hosted concerts for major R&B singers like Big Cynthia, Laylla Fox, Sharnette Hyter and Veronica Ra'elle.
EXXPOSE: What advice would you give to person aspiring to follow in your footsteps? Naps Knowledge: Do fun and clean music that
everyone can enjoy. Make sure it’s from your heart.
EXXPOSE: What should people know about you? Naps Knowledge: I do music because of my love for it-not the Money. As opposed to
doing it for money, I do it for the joy that it brings to people.
EXXPOSE: How may we contact you? Naps Knowledge: Email me at NapsKnowledgeMgmt@gmail.com or inbox me on Facebook at
Chris Jackson
EXXPOSE: What would you say makes you different from other professionals in this industry? Naps Knowledge: “I try new things, I take
chances, I’m open to new ideas all the time and I walk out on faith.”
EXXPOSE: Do you find it is necessary to promote oneself? Naps Knowledge: Yes. It is important to promote yourself because scouts in
this industry are watching at all the times in an effort to check out your drive, participation and belief within
yourself. In order to move forward you have to promote yourself like know one else will.
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EXXPOSE: In your own words, describe yourself? Naps Knowledge: I define myself as a person who cares about any and everything that
is important to the human emotions. Stemming from how we feel, how we think as well as the things we don't understand. I make music that can cure the bad emotions people have to deal with on an every day basis.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Tubb Stackz, CEO

Youngie

Aaron Tubb Adams, some refer to me as Tubb Stackz. CEO and founder of LMG Ent., short for “Louisiana Music Group Entertainment.” Music and I had something in common from the very start. I spent my childhood chasing sports and allowing hip-hop too raise me. Simultaneously, I played four different sports as well. Ultimately this lead to my dreams of becoming a professional
football player—which soon became a reality between 1998-2000. During that time span, I was fortunate to play for NFL teams, Green Bay
Packers and the New England Patriots.
Now as CEO of LMG Ent., I am a focused talent and groundbreaking business entrepreneur. As far as music is concerned, my inspiration
was Russell Simmons, in fact the whole 80's and 90's movement. In the interim, I’ve obtained a lot of opportunities leading up to my decision to pursue music. Thus far, my team and I have done collaborations with the CEO of Project Records,
DZ. We’ve also done a lot more collaborations with some of the hottest artists in the Louisiana surrounding areas. Team LMGE has some
truly amazing things brewing…with an EP titled coming soon “Pot On Bubble” as well as an album expected to drop shortly thereafter
which is titled “Skillz Ova Politics.” We're in the mix on a rewarding distribution deal as we speak. In addition to my pursuit of music, I am a
very talented individual. I’m also in the process of pursuing a level of training with aspirations of becoming a stuntman for up and coming
films. Seeing as though the industry possesses a wealth of knowledge. Based on my observations—the advice I’d give to thriving entertainers following in my footsteps is “Know your worth.” I’m a self-made
leader.”

People who have motivated me and collaborate to connect me to the game are DZ (Derrick M),
DMJ Agency and Project Records, CEO, K-Wish who’s CEO of IJWBH, Youngie, as well as artists under LMG_Ent, Gifted a/k/a Villian…CEO of
Better Music, Jeffrey Jones VP and publicist CoCo Wade.
Anyone who seeks interest in me will find that “I’m very dependable.” I’m available for bookings and/or collaborations by
(985) 713-5033 Tubb Stackz or Industry Exxposed PR by dialing 1(844) 439-9767.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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Event: DMJ Gala Fashion Show
Model: Valencia
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
@DMJ Agency: Derrick M.
Sponsored by: Exxpose Magazine
Photo: Juston Jackson

Hello readers, those of you who read my article about setting up
a Protools studio on a budget, but needed to take it a little further
because you’re not a rapper who makes beats or an R&B solo artist,
but, you’re in a band or have a vocal group. This article will help you and
as well keep you at an affordable budget--which won’t break the bank.

First of all, the other equipment I’ve mentioned in earlier articles
still stands. You’ll need a computer, perhaps a Mac or PC. You’ll also need
a Digidesign Interface. However, using this setup, I’d suggest you look into
getting a Digidesign 002 or 003. This interface has 8 inputs and Adat
capabilities. This will allow you to expand from 8 inputs to 16 inputs
through the Adat port. You can find a Digidesign 002 or 003, for anywhere
between $300 and $600. This is not a lot of money, considering it gives
you the ability to record your band in a studio or live recording situation.
If the venue you’re playing at has a mixing board, you can plug into the
direct outs of their board, to the inputs of your interface. You now have the
ability to record everything that's going through the mixing board
directly into Protools. After that, take it to a commercial studio for mixing
and mastering later. If the venue doesn't have a mixing board, you will
have to have your own mics and mic cords. This will cost more, but it still
beats paying a professional recording company for coming out to provide
this service. Ordinarily a service like this starts at around $2000.00. That’s
a real budget killer.
I hope this helps. However, if you have any other questions
contact me via email at SmallWorldStudioLa@gmail.com or
www.SmallWorldStudio.webs.com
Keep recording….

Model Agency: @TheDMJAgency
Model: Valencia Trask
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
Hair & Make-up: Glam Squad
Wardrobe: Mad Endz
Photo: Juston Jackson
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@TheDMJ Agency
Event: DMJ Gala Fashion Show
Model: Jerimeshia Griffin
Designer: Keno Kouture
Sponsored by: Exxpose Magazine
Photo: Juston Jackson

Model Agency: @TheDMJAgency
Model: Raquel
Hair & Make-up: Glam Squad
Wardrobe: Keno Kouture
Photo: Juston Jackson
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After attending and speaking at an amazing seminar at the Hilton Hotel, “Me and the Media” founded by author Darnetta
Mahaffey of “This Falling Dollar.” I was inspired to provide some tips on launching your own business on any budget.
First, develop and idea or maybe a few…just to give yourself a perhaps a fail proof attempt at launching. Start small, with
a simple plan. Don’t go too big, too fast. Eliminate any self-doubt. Surround yourself around like-minded business people. Do your homework. If you don’t educate yourself, how are you ever going to master this stuff?
Examples of business you can start right away:
Avon Independent Consultant
Almost anyone can do this. It’s ordinarily a $10 set-up fee plus a $10 investment in brochures or
samples.
Become a Webpreneur
Create an Internet based business. The sky is the limit.
Take a shot at being someone’s Personal Organizer
You’d be surprised of how many people would pay you to keep them organized.
Consider Babysitting
There’s some real good money in this area if you have patience and are good with children.
Book Club
Start your own book club organization.
Mobile Detailer
If you take a minute to do the math, you’ll soon realize that you can get paid a pretty penny by spending $20 on a bucket, soap, a sham rag, rubber gloves and window cleaner.
Homemade Candy and Treats
Most homemade treats are easy to make. The secret ingredient is cooking with passion. Find a cost effect recipe for a
popular treat and go for it.
Delivery Service
There are many elderly and disabled individuals who often find it difficult to maintain their own
errands. Additionally, there are others who are just too darn busy to do so. It might be worth it to
ask around your neighborhood to establish a list of potential clients.
Make Arts & Crafts
Creativity is a fine art. Although sometimes being too unique could limit potential clients.
Nevertheless, if you stumble upon a vision…it will surely pay off.
Garage Sales
Recycle old items, clothes and furniture. Either rack up on your own stuff or buy and sell items
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
you find elsewhere. It can be a lucrative business opportunity to the right person.

@TheDMJ Agency
Event: DMJ Gala Fashion Show
Model: Nicole
Designer: Keno Kouture
Sponsored by: Exxpose Magazine
Photo: Juston Jackson
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Photographer: VFM Studios
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“We are the
Plug
We will
CONNECT You”

Well known for his re-launch of Project Records Entertainment, this young and very intellectual industry leader maintains the title, “Exxpose Magazine Young Entrepreneur.” Derrick M., of DMJ Agency has successfully launch his new
entity of DMJ Models with a spectacular collaboration in conjunction with Exxpose Magazine’s annual Fashion Explosion and has taken on the theme BA’RAKA Worldwide from a three-year trending fashion and

visual arts runway ex-

perience evolving in ’2013 at LSU’s Cotillion Hall. Under the direction of Derrick M., DMJ Models exhibit on stellar runway performances at the McKenna African American Museum of Art. Simultaneously, the Exxpose Magazine Expo
awards and live music performances unfolded in the same venue—all in one night. Launching soon in cities like Atlanta, Miami, Baltimore and more, currently casting models nation wide. For participation, upcoming shows and/or booking
inquiries call 1-844-4EXXPOSE.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

@TheDMJ Agency
Event: DMJ Galawww.ExxposeMagazine.net
Fashion Show
Model: Maya
Designer: Keno Kouture
Sponsored by: Exxpose Magazine
Photo: Juston Jackson

Photographer: VayLens

EXXPOSE: In your own words, how do you define yourself as an entrepreneur these days?
Derrick M: I'm the innovator of the game. Because I'm coming in with a whole new team, getting ready to
change some stuff for the better. DMJ Agency and Project Records are definitely heading for the top spot. And
we're going to make it. No questions asked!
EXXPOSE: What makes you different from every other professional in this industry?
Derrick M: My mind-frame. Lots of professionals are money-motivated and fame-oriented. Hell yeah I want both.
But it's all about the morality of my motive and I'm doing it because I'm a young black man making it out and I'm
taking my team...every one of DMJ and PJR's supporters with me. I'm doing myself, to overcome the struggle, to
overcome to statistics, and I'm also doing it for the people that believed in me most.
EXXPOSE: What’s the one you want people to know about DMJ Agency and Project Records?
Derrick M: I’m definitely open to partnerships on certain projects because, networking can open a list of
doors as well as opportunities.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Event: DMJ Gala Fashion Show
Model: Pierre Lenois
Designer: Keno Kouture
Sponsored by: Exxpose Magazine
Photo: Juston Jackson
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Event: Exxpose Brunch Honoring Cupid
Model: Valencia
@DMJ Agency: Derrick M.
Exxpose
Magazine: CoCo Wade
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
Artist: Cupid
DJ/Artist: Jubilee
Photo: Michael Bruce

@TheDMJAgency
Event: DMJ Gala Fashion Show
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
Model:
Chantler Robinson
Designer: Keno Kouture
Sponsored by: Exxpose Magazine
Photo: Juston Jackson
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EXXPOSE: Is it necessary to invest money into
yourself and your career?
Derrick M: It's more
than necessary. If you
don't take the time to invest in yourself, why
would anyone else volunteer? You must trust yourself before anyone else
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

EXXPOSE: What has been
the most difficult part of
your journey in the entertainment industry?

Derrick M: Getting started.
The reason is, you have to
build everything (a team,
visual of the label, marketing, promotions, a fan base,
etc.) and that's the basis of
building anything. And if you
build it wrong, it could ruin
everything you worked for
and you will find yourself
starting over from square 1.
I had to take my time. Over
a 4-year process, I planned
everything out and started
making moves as soon as
the time was right. I’ve accomplished ‘DMJ Agency’
and 'Project Records' in the
end. That's one hell on an
accomplishment, by the
way.
EXXPOSE: As an artist…
when it comes to music-where does your creativity
stem from?
Derrick M: Put yourself in
the mind of you of a creative recording artist...
My thought process and
creativity comes from the
mind of a go-getter and the
veins of ambition.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Derrick M: As a business, remaining consistent is a definite must.
In the words of Project
Record's own 'Royce
Dreams' - "What's the
point of getting a job,
when you’re going to get
fired." This is my job, and
this is also a job for others. It's a way to show the
world something new and
give them enjoyment and
pleasure while their contributing to ours. I'm not
one to become a 'one hit
wonder'. And I strive for
finding artists that's all
about the long-time grind
and that's the team that
became a part of 'PJR'
and ‘DMJ Agency.’

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

EXXPOSE: What are
your thoughts on remaining consistent in the music business?

Derrick M: I sit and think
about the tracks, the messages, and the impact it'll
have on the fans. I never
stop thinking of ways to improve my music. Ever!
EXXPOSE: How can people contact you?
Derrick M: Models, Fashion Designers, and art enthusiast can contact me
@TheDMJAgency
Fans, The record label has
a SoundCloud
(@Project_Records) that
pushes new music for your
ears before mixtapes and
albums drop. I also have
Twitter
(@Project_Recordz) and
Instagram
(@Project_RecordsCEO).
Music artists that are interested in opportunities or
collaborations, my email is
ProjectRecordsDZ@gmail
Definitely contact me for
networking.
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